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A committee of seven and fifteen volunteers is an excellent achievement. The committee meets formally once a 
month and meets on the ground  when there is Tidy Towns work to be done. What a terrific way to get committee 
work done! Tang Tidy Towns have an effective working  relationship  with the  scheme supervisors in the area. Tang 
Tidy Towns  have worked strong relationship with the GAA and ICA. Tang Tidy  Towns  uses a broad range of 
digital and non-digital means to communicate. This is very inclusive  as it ensures that no one gets left behind. 
Children have become engaged Tidy Towns  through the Green Flag program, best of luck with the Travel Flag. 
Thank you for including the internal picture of  the  community  hall upgrade. A huge amount of hard work  and time 
has gone  into this project. The  hall looks well, and you have ensured that it will be a usable space for  the 
community  to safely meet  for many years to come. This is  a truly sustainable project.
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The  Church is a beautifully proportioned building  that helps to mark the  edge of Tang. The picnic bench in the 
church carpark is beautifully painted. The parochial house  is a stately building  addition the streetscape. The 
community centre is clearly a very well cared for building. The  brightly painted green door   contrasts well  with the   
colour of the building. The Tang community  is to be lauded for all the work that was put into the internal upgrade of 
the building. The school is well kept building , have you considered   painting the boundary wall as it will help to 
enhance the building further. The new addition to the housing stock in  Tang have been noted. The adjudicator 
would like to commend all the scheme workers, committee and volunteers  who are involved  in maintaining the 
graveyards in Tang. All  the graveyards are exceptionally well maintained, and everyone involved should be proud 
of what they have achieved. The Templeavally  graveyard  has neatly cut  and adequate parking. The  thatched 
shelter  is a great addition to the  graveyard. The wooden sign  for Noughaval  graveyard is perfectly in keeping with 
the character of the graveyard. The entrance to the walkway to the graveyard is marked by a stately ancient  Ash 
and  Copper Beech. Have you considered  clearing some of the brambles of the stone style  by its entry way? The 
GAA ground buildings are neatly painted,  and the  gate purple and white gates help to develop a sense of place. 
Both Murrays and the Three Jolly pigeons were beautifully presented  well done  to two both owners who  have 
maintained them so  well.
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The  shrubbery opposite the Church is well kept the adjudicator particularly enjoyed  the Weeping Birch, Roses and 
Santolina. The hawthorn hedging is neatly clipped and is enhanced by  roses that you interplanted in it. The trees 
are nicely spaced and well provide welcome shade in summer once they mature. The round bed in the church car 
park is neatly planted with perennial. The parking opposite the church has a well-kept shrubbery with a weeping 
birch , roses and santolina. The  rose beds in the church carpark helped to enhance the area and add splash of 
colour. The displays of pansies by the church are well cared for. The adjudicator enjoyed the displays of vibrantly 
coloured  petunias  throughout the community. The rockery on the Ballymahon approach road was quite weedy, 
have the committee considered  either redesigning and enlarging rockery or else  clearing the rock and making a  
feature. The Ballymahon approach road is a green space that has a high impact with the trees  contrasting with the 
well-kept verges. The newly planted beech hedging the GAA pitch are developing well and will be an asset to the 
site in years to come. The defibrillators are of vital importance and well done to everyone who was involved in  
fundraising   for them. Your hopes to  reduce the amount of grass maintenance are lauded and the adjudicator 
hopes  for an update on this in next year’s application form.
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birch , roses and santolina. The  rose beds in the church carpark helped to enhance the area and add splash of 
colour. The displays of pansies by the church are well cared for. The adjudicator enjoyed the displays of vibrantly 
coloured  petunias  throughout the community. The rockery on the Ballymahon approach road was quite weedy, 
have the committee considered  either redesigning and enlarging rockery or else  clearing the rock and making a  
feature. The Ballymahon approach road is a green space that has a high impact with the trees  contrasting with the 
well-kept verges. The newly planted beech hedging the GAA pitch are developing well and will be an asset to the 
site in years to come. The defibrillators are of vital importance and well done to everyone who was involved in  
fundraising   for them. Your hopes to  reduce the amount of grass maintenance are lauded and the adjudicator 
hopes  for an update on this in next year’s application form.

The adjudicator would like to thank you for your update on your biodiversity plan. The preliminary findings are  very 
strong and  well help to enhance and protect biodiversity into the future. The  community survey  that  was 
conducted will encourage a sense of ‘ownership ‘The adjudicator noticed the lovely poppies and daisies in the  
school garden and the white clover in the playing field. The black elder benefits wildlife  and is an eye-catching 
addition  to the landscaping. A true feast for pollinators and wildlife! An update  on the efforts to control invasive 
species will be welcomed in next year’s application form. The adjudicator would like to comment  positively on the 
management of the Noughaval graveyard. The walkway is  rich in biodiversity, the adjudicator spotted meadow 
sweet, lag iris and lots of ringlet butterflies and bumble bees. The  graveyard was full of  bird song. The stone bench 
is a lovely place to stop and spend some contemplative moments. This area is a jewel in the crown of Tang  and 
well done  to all involved. The whitethorn  hedging planted by Templeavalley is an excellent wildlife project that will 
help to develop a wildlife corridor. Does Tang Tidy Towns monitor  if birds are using the boxes at Creggy Bridge 
area? Have you considered getting involved in  citizen science projects such as the Flower-Index Timed Count? 
You can find out more information on- Flower-Insect Timed Count (FIT Count) - National Biodiversity Data Centre 
(biodiversityireland.ie)

Well done  to all who are involved in  litter picking in Tang. Tang being located  on a busy route makes this task 
especially  challenging . The adjudicator did spot some litter on  adjudication day , but most of it looked like they 
were dropped by  ‘dashboard diners.’ The pavements and carparks in the community are  being kept weed free. 
How is this done? The turn out for the spring clean  is excellent, has the overall amount of rubbish collected of the 
year been reduced?

Tang National School  have been  doing  splendid work in promoting sustainable activities in the community. 
Students  and parents have worked hard  to  reduce the amount of waste  in school lunches boxes. The application  
mentioned  that food waste is composted,  how is this compost used? The growing of vegetables in the classroom is 
a fantastic way to teach  children about sustainability. The school has been working on the ‘Travel flag.’ There is an 
understandable  difficulty in promoting walking and cycling   on such a fast road. The adjudicator had not seen the 
bike shelter. But perhaps it will be put up later in the year. What does the school use  the rain that it harvests for? 
The grass cycling is a sustainable way to manage grass cutting. The bike upcycling project is a  creative way to 
develop a  strong sense of place. Have any sustainability  features been  installed in the community centre during 
the new upgrade?

Well done to all the residents of Tang  who  all work hard  to maintain their properties to a high standard. The cul de 
sac opposite the school had a neatly trimmed beach hedge and had planted additional  shrubs. The adjudicator 
particularly enjoyed  the appearance of the cottage with a mature  garden and pink roses by the door on the way to 
the  GAA pitch. Have you considered encouraging residents  to  take actions to make  their gardens more wildlife 
friendly?

The approach  roads  on the N55  to   Tang  are  all have superably  maintained verges. Tang must have very 
dedicated volunteers and scheme workers to keep them so neat. The adjudicator would like to suggest the 
committee  considers  leaving  a wider area of grass parrelll  to the boundaries uncut. This would benefit  wildlife 
while still looking  neat and Tidy. The Athlone approach road  has a neat hawthorn hedge, the hedge was  
interplanted  with pink roses, which provided a lovely splash of colour. The adjudicator particularly enjoyed the white 
and pink spearia planting under the Tang sign on the GAA approach -simple yet highly effective.

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

The adjudicator enjoyed their visit  to Tang. The work that you are currently doing on your biodiversity plan will help  
to guide actions your projects into the future. The adjudicator was impressed with the  number of people  who were 
doing environmental enhancement projects on the day of their visit.


